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High-throughput DNA sequencing is a powerful and versatile new technology for obtaining comprehensive and quantitative data about RNA expression (RNA-Seq), protein-DNA binding (ChIP-Seq), and genetic variations between individuals. It addresses essentially all of the use cases that microarrays were applied to in the past, but produces more detailed and more comprehensive results.

One of the basic statistical tasks is inference (testing, regression) on discrete count values (e.g., representing the number of times a certain type of mRNA was sampled by the sequencing machine). Challenges are posed by a large dynamic range, heteroskedasticity and small numbers of replicates. Hence, model-based approaches are needed to achieve statistical power.

I will present an error model that uses the negative binomial distribution, with variance and mean linked by local regression, to model the null distribution of the count data. The method controls type-I error and provides good detection power. I will also discuss how to use the GLM framework to detect alternative transcript isoform usage. A free open-source R software package, DESeq, is available from the Bioconductor project.

* joint work with Simon Anders
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Introduction    Current technologies generate a huge number of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotype measurements in case-control studies. The resulting multiple testing problem can be ameliorated by considering candidate gene regions. The minPtest R package provides the first widely accessible implementation of a gene region-level summary for each candidate gene using the min P test.

Method    The gene region-level summary, as the min P test, assesses the statistical significance of the smallest p-trend within each gene region and, therefore, considers a reduced number of tests. The min P test is a permutation-based method that can be based on several univariate tests per SNP. In permutation resampling, the observed variable (case/control status) is randomly re-assigned without replacement to "pseudo case/control status". A test statistic is then recomputed using the pseudo data and compared to the marginal test statistic in the original data set. This procedure is repeated B times. The inference is based on the permutation distribution of the minimum of the ordered p-values from the marginal test of each SNP. The gene region-level summary is mostly compatible with univariate statistical tests per SNP conducted separately over multiple loci.
Results Combining the p-values from tests in a permutations-based approach prevents an increase of the false-positive rates, as correlations of SNPs are automatically taken into account. We developed an R package that brings together three different kinds of tests that are scattered over several R packages, and automatically selects the most appropriate one for the design at hand. The implementation in the minPtest package integrates two different parallel computing packages, thus optimally leveraging available resources for speedy results. The package comprises a function to simulate SNP data with known structure, allowing the user to explore different scenarios and settings.

Conclusion The minPtest package provides a useful and feasible implementation of a gene region-level summary, using the min P test, controlling the false-positive rate and having higher power. In addition minPtest provides acceleration by parallel computing.
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An important application of high dimensional gene expression measurements is the prediction of survival times and the interpretation of the variables in the resulting regression models. When the response variables are censored survival times, an appropriate hazard framework is required. The largest problem in this context is the typically large number of genes compared to the number of observations (individuals). We thus apply feature selection procedures to construct predictive models for future patients. This approach aims at identifying models with high prediction accuracy and at the same time low model complexity. However, interpretability of the resulting models is still limited due to little knowledge on many of the remaining selected genes. In order to improve the interpretability of the estimated models, we summarize genes as gene groups defined by the hierarchically structured Gene Ontology (GO) and include these gene groups as covariates in the hazard regression models. Though the expression profiles present in GO groups are often heterogeneous, leading to several different expression profiles within one group. Preclustering genes within GO groups according to the correlation of their gene expression measurements leads to homogeneous subclasses. This allows the aggregation of each subclass to single covariates with predictive importance as well as, as a result of GO annotations, additional interpretability. Besides the genomic data, we include clinical information to reveal the real benefit of the preclustered genomic models. To evaluate the prediction performance of the models, we examine both Brier scores and p-values derived from the prognostic index in a nested cross-validation setup. Survival models with preclustered gene groups as covariates have similar prediction accuracy to models built only with single genes. Using only gene groups as covariates can lead to decreased prediction accuracy since many genes are not yet annotated to any corresponding function. However, integrating the preclustering information improves the interpretability of the models while prediction performance remains stable.
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Introduction The most widely used treatment guidelines for breast cancer are based on classical risk factors like the St. Gallen classification. The guidelines recommend adjuvant systemic therapy for almost all breast cancer patients because this therapy has greatly improved survival in early breast cancer. However, adjuvant therapy also has a lot of negative effects with respect to quality of life. For this reason there is a need to specify an individual risk profile for each patient to avoid over- as well as under treatment. To get useful risk profiles different predictors based on patients gene expression have been developed for breast cancer (1; 2; 3; 4; 5). Furthermore, two gene expression predictors are currently tested in prospective clinical trial (6; 7). The aim of our project is the evaluation and validation of these well known signatures on a cohort of Mainz.

Methods The cohort of Mainz consist of 199 node-negative breast cancer patients treated between 1989 and 1998 at the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Medical Center of the Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz. All patients were treated with surgery and did not receive any systemic therapy. Data that have been collected are classical risk factors and in addition the gene expression data from the Affmetrix chip HG-U133A (8). To analyse the effect of a signature on survival we apply log-rank test and uni- and multivariate Cox-regression. ROC curves with distant metastasis within 5 years as the defined endpoint were used to describe the quality of the signatures classification into low- and high risk group. Cluster analyses were performed to identify
the intrinsic subtypes of breast cancer. Currently simulations are initiated to analyse the stability of the intrinsic subtype signature (3; 4; 5), which is based on previously reported molecular subtypes of breast cancer. Furthermore approaches were identified to develop a new tumor grade signature based on gene expression data. About half of the breast cancers are assigned histological grade 1 or 3. The other breast tumors are classified as histological grade 2, which is not informative for clinical decision making because of the intermediate risk of recurrence. To increase the prognostic value of tumor grade 2 new methods are necessary to classify them to tumor grade 1 or tumor grade 3.

**Results** The Mainz cohort is similar to the described populations used for the gene signature development with respect to classical risk factors. Not all of the published prognostic values of the gene signatures could be validated on the cohort of Mainz.

**Discussion** Gene signatures can provide a powerful tool for identification of patients with high risk of recurrence. Many potential sources of bias (dye bias, sampling bias, time lag bias and publication bias (9; 10)) can make the transmission of the methods into practice difficult. Based on our results we recommend prospective studies to test the validity of the signatures.

**References**


Understanding the mechanism by which transcription factors dynamically regulate genes and other transcription factors (TF) in multicellular organisms is a very important and interesting task in the research activities of molecular biology. However this task is not easy to tackle, as the dynamic process underlying this regulatory system is very complex. Here, we were particularly interested in TF-target gene networks (transcriptional programs) in multipotent progenitor (MPP) and common dendritic progenitor cells (CDP) in mice, which are dependent on TGF-$\beta$ stimulation.

The data used in this study consisted of time series microarray data at six time points. We applied a Bayesian approach to determine differentially expressed time series between stimulated and unstimulated cells and between cell types (1). A logistic regression model was used to perform an analysis of differential expression on pathway level (2). Afterwards time courses for each cell type were grouped into clusters utilizing an EM based approach, that describes mean curves within a cluster via smoothing spline models (3). This approach, unlike conventional clustering methods, considers the dynamics of expressions changes. Further analysis of enriched transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) within clusters allowed for partial reconstruction of gene regulatory modules. Hypotheses on the dependencies between these gene regulatory modules may be derived in the future via Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs). A meta-analysis of TFBS enriched in MPPs, but not in CDPs points towards gene regulatory mechanisms, that drive stem cell development in dendritic progenitor cells.
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Recently, the set of techniques generating so called -omics data was augmented by yet another one, Phenotype Microarrays (PM). In contrast to the existing major technologies, i.e. DNA Microarrays, 2D-Proteomic and chromatographic applications, PM monitors cell respiration over time. Through a redox reaction that alters the colour of a tetrazolium dye in the presence of respiration, kinetic response curves are generated. This provides a high throughput means to characterize microbial metabolism. Yet, the system consists of about 2000 assays for monitoring the cells respiration in the presence of macro- and micronutrients or their reactions to osmotic stress factors, ion or pH effects. The application of a number of chemicals, such as antibiotics, antimetabolites, membrane-active agents, respiratory inhibitors and toxic metals to investigate the cells sensitivity is also possible. Beside the application in identification and drug screening scenarios, where mainly presence-absence calls from each assay are of interest, many research projects emphasize the interest in more sophisticated comparisons of phenotypes of different strains, isolates, mutants, etc. The in-depth evaluation of redox kinetics should gain knowledge about the metabolic differences and provide indications on which genetic features of the investigated organisms these differences are based. The main steps in those analyses would be (1) data organisation and graphical presentation of the curves, (2) application of methods for the reliable estimation of the growth parameters of each curve, and (3) extraction and comparison of such growth curve characteristics. Based on a summary of the available statistical tools covering large parts of the demanded analyses, an application strategy of these ready-to-use software tools for the data analysis of the PM data in R will be proposed. In addition to the statistical challenges this new type of high dimensional data brings along, this talk will give an outlook on features to be provided for a more convenient data analysis pipeline comprehending the organisation of meta-data, concepts for handling the raw data, data analysis and presentation of the results.
Analysing structured data – symbolic and probabilistic approaches.
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Structured data in the form of graphs, networks or relational databases are omnipresent across numerous application-areas such as biology, chemistry, the internet, social or bibliographic networks, robotics, vision, etc. The machine learning and data mining literature has devoted a lot of attention to coping with such data giving rise to a class of techniques that is known under the name of graph and network mining or relational learning. In this talk, an introduction will be given to this class of techniques, which often extend or upgrade more traditional techniques for dealing with "flat" data (that is, data in feature vector format) towards graph-based and relational data. This talk will introduce and motivate the problems and techniques of relational and graph-based learning and look into both symbolic and probabilistic methods. Symbolic methods attempt to identify patterns in the form of subgraphs in graph data (e.g., in molecular datasets) while probabilistic methods extend graphical models (like Bayesian and Markov networks) for dealing with relational data. The approaches will be illustrated and motivated by several real-life examples.
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BACKGROUND Pain is a complex trait. While clinical pain syndromes can already be diagnosed by a set of neurological parameters, the complexity of experimental pain is only incompletely accounted for, which often impedes associations of pain data with clinical or genetic parameters.

METHODS Pain phenotype markers (n = 8) and genotype markers (n = 30) were available from previous assessments in 125 healthy volunteers. A U-Matrix on an Emergent Self organizing map (ESOM) was used for visualization of the distance structures in the data. Subsequently, the prediction of the clusters by the genetic markers was assessed using a classification and regression tree (CART) approach.

RESULTS On the U-Matrix of the pain phenotypes, eight clusters were identified. This clustering showed advantages over a Ward clustering on the same data. Rules could be derived to describe the cluster contents that corresponded to three basic types of pain thresholds: low, mean and high sensitivity. In the mean and low sensitivity (stoical) phenotypes, subgroups could be identified. A cluster consisting of persons with high overall pain threshold but selectively low resistance to heat, the predictive accuracy of the classifiers was 84.56%. Among the genetic variants that were used for the CART decision in that cluster were polymorphisms in TRPV1, a gene coding for a heat sensor.

CONCLUSIONS ESOM-based clustering of pain data provides biologically meaningful results and satisfying the complexity of pain. The thus obtained clusters seem to facilitate the otherwise only insufficiently successful genotype phenotype association in common pain.
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Spectral graph theory is an important branch in the area of graph classification. Matrices associated with graphs such as the adjacency matrix or the Laplacian matrix contain essential information about graph connectivity (Cvetković 1998). In this study the power of the principal eigenvalues of adjacency matrices for classification tasks is investigated. In order to illustrate the proposed method, a toy problem to classify 2D-objects has been defined. The goal was to discriminate between two classes: circles and squares. An object is represented by a set of 2D points, describing the object’s outer shape. These points are considered as the graph’s nodes, and the graph’s adjacency matrix is defined through the pairwise Euclidean distances of the points. From this adjacency matrix principal eigenvalues are computed as the object’s characteristic features. This method is then evaluated on a problem of optical character recognition. For this, the capital letters data set from Bern repository of graph data sets (see Riesen et al 2008) has been selected. Additionally, this method has been applied to the problem of human activity recognition based on sequences of camera images. In this task, hidden Markov models are modeling the sequential structure of the data. In the first step locations of the person’s body parts (hand, head, etc.) and objects (table, cup, etc.), relevant for the human activity, have to be estimated in each camera image. Subsequently distances between all pairs of detected objects and body parts are computed and the eigenvalues of this Euclidean distance matrix are calculated. These eigenvalues serve as inputs to Gaussian mixture models estimating the emission probabilities of the hidden Markov models.
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Molecular high-throughput technologies usually generate data with a high dimensionality and a low cardinality. In the context of classification this poses a serious problem as many classical (model based) methods turn out to be too complex for this task. This stimulated the development of new classifiers that are of a lower complexity thus attaining higher generalization performance by additional regularization terms and more rigid model assumptions.

Some classification methods completely omit the usage of model assumptions. For example the transductive $k$ nearest neighbor ($k$-NN) classifiers directly predict the class label of a datapoint $x$ according to the $k$ training examples closest to $x$. The performance of this technique is always coupled to the chosen distance measure, which is often, due to the lack of a better choice, the Euclidian one. Other, non-standard distance measures may be more suitable for this task. Here, we investigate the usability of optimized distance measures of type

$$d_{\bar{w}}(\bar{x}, \bar{y}) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i (x_i - y_i)^2}$$

for $k$-NN classification. The weights $\bar{w}$ are optimized to minimize the empirical risk of the current classifier. Two types of evolutionary strategies (ES) were utilized: the standard self-adaptive ES with intermediate recombination (the so-called $(\mu/\mu_I, \lambda)$-$\sigma$SA-ES) and the covariance matrix adaptation ES (the $(\mu_W, \lambda)$-CMA-ES). While the former is a simple ES which provides baseline performance and serves as a reference in our comparison, the $(\mu_W, \lambda)$-CMA-ES is the state-of-the-art algorithm for continuous optimization showing very good performance in recent experimental benchmarks. Observing that the
fitness function under consideration is multi-modal, the following restart strategy was used for the $(\mu/\mu_I, \lambda)-\sigma$SA-ES: if no improvement of the best fitness function value occurs for 300 generation or the mutation strength gets too small, the ES starts the search again from a random point.

The advanced $(\mu_W, \lambda)$-CMA-ES uses the following restart criteria in addition to the check of the best fitness function value improvement:

- the standard deviation $\sigma^{(g)}$ of the normal distribution used to sample new points or evolution path is smaller than given value;
- numerical precision problems: the mean $\langle y^{(g)} \rangle$ of newly sampled points does not change when adding to $\langle y^{(g)} \rangle$ a $0.1\sigma^{(g)}$-vector in a principal axis direction of the covariance matrix or a $0.2\sigma^{(g)}$ to each coordinate of $\langle y^{(g)} \rangle$;
- the condition number of the covariance matrix is too large.

After each restart, the $(\mu_W, \lambda)$-CMA-ES runs from a random point with the population size increased by factor of 2.

The performance of these modified $k-NN$ techniques is investigated within a comparative study on different microarray datasets. The new classifiers are compared to other well known classification techniques on their generalization ability, robustness and sparsity.
In cluster analysis it is good practice to regard several different clustering methods instead of focusing on only one type. The interest lies in the agreements as well as the differences between the clusterings. A good way to interpret the results is to use visualizations such as fluctuation diagrams or categorical parallel coordinate plots Pilhoefer and Unwin (2011). Clustering classifications usually are of a nominal categorical structure and therefore the variable orders can be changed to improve the displays and make their interpretation easier. Different seriation methods (see Chen et al., 2008) have been proposed to improve the displays for 2-dimensional problems, mostly using one-mode optimizations like the Anti-Robinson-Criterion in distance matrices which do not directly account for the associations between the variables. The talk will present a family of criteria and related optimization algorithms which can be used to choose the category orders for 2- and k-dimensional categorical classification data with respect to their multidimensional associations using the concept of agreement in a pseudo-diagonal form. An effective optimization algorithm will be presented and the applicability to both table-like plots such as fluctuation diagrams and line-based plots such as parallel coordinates plots will be discussed. A special modification of the algorithm which takes account of hierarchical classification structures will be presented using implementations in the software package Seurat Gribov (2010). The talk will use real data clustering results from the US Current Population Survey (CPS) for illustration.
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In music structure analysis, unsupervised machine learning methods are desirable to get a first overview and to segment into parts that may be relevant for further analyses. Traditional unconstrained clustering methods may yield unstable and uninterpretable results, particularly when used on sound features derived of recordings of real music. Therefore, it is helpful to constrain the possible solutions in a way that frequently alternating cluster assignments are suppressed.

One intuitive constraint is the temporal order of the recording which implies that a sensible cluster consists of connected time segments. Steinley and Hubert [1] describe a method to introduce an order constraint in clustering. Using an R implementation [2,3] of this idea, we get promising results. Due to the exponential runtime in the number of clusters, we propose a recursive tree-based approach of order constrained clustering with small cluster numbers (e.g. 2).

This way, on a piece of popular music, it is possible to get clusters which represent musical parts like intro, verse, refrain, bridge. This is promising in the sense that it is typically more beneficial to train a musical recognition system with a characteristic part of a song rather than with artificial chosen segments.

In addition, it is possible to segment separate tones into attack, sustain, decay and silence - without splitting some of these tone phases into several clusters.
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Molecular systems biology usually refers to integrated experimental and computational approaches for studying biomolecular networks, such as signal transduction, gene regulation or metabolic systems. At the core of systems biology research lies the identification of gene-regulatory networks from experimental data via reverse-engineering methods. Network inference algorithms can assist life scientists in unraveling gene-regulatory systems on a molecular level. In this context, Boolean networks (Kaufmann, 1969) provide a well founded framework for reverse-engineering and analysis of gene-regulatory networks (Hickman et al., 2009). In a Boolean network, a gene is modeled as a Boolean variable that can attain two alternative levels: expressed (1) or not expressed (0). In spite of this restriction, the behaviour of real genetic networks can be described well by this "coarse-grained" model (Bornholdt, 2005). To infer a Boolean network solely from quantitative time series data, the continuous data have to be binarized. But the binarization is often unreliable, since noise on gene expression data and the low number of temporal measurement points frequently lead to an uncertain binarization of values. We developed a novel reverse-engineering method based on Boolean networks that incorporates this uncertainty in the binarized data for the inference process.

First, we binarize the data with the fuzzy-2-means algorithm in order to obtain a binarization and a membership coefficient $p_{ij}$ for each Boolean value indicating the reliability of the binarization. Based on the fuzzy model, multiple binarized time series are sampled via randomized rounding, using the coefficients as probabilities of membership. For each of these binarizations and each of the genes in the network, we infer possible dependencies by scoring all combinations of input genes. The scoring of an input gene combination is based on the error of the best Boolean function and on the number of involved genes. An accumulated score for each input gene combination over all binarizations is calculated, and the dependencies are modeled by the best-ranked combinations.
By incorporating uncertainty into the reverse-engineering process, we improve the accuracy in terms of state transitions and network wiring. For validation, our new approach was applied on artificial data and yeast expression time series data.
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The dynamic behavior of genetic regulatory networks can be described and analyzed using Boolean network models. The reconstruction of such a Boolean network from time series data requires the identification of dependencies within the network. To facilitate the dependency structure of such a network, one can take advantage of the fact that in a gene regulatory network a specific transcription factor often will consistently either activate or inhibit a specific target gene. In this case, the observed regulatory behavior can be modeled by the use of monotone functions.

We show that Pearson correlation can identify the dependencies in a Boolean network from time series data if that network consists of monotone Boolean functions. This approach enables fast inference of Boolean networks based on an intuitive correlation measure. In experiments, we could reconstruct large fractions of both a published E. coli transcriptional regulatory and metabolic network from simulated data and a yeast cell cycle network from microarray data.
Meta-analysis Methods for Gene Expression Profiles
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A fast increasing amount of public available gene expression data sets allows the use of meta analysis techniques to validate and to identify molecular signatures. I review several recent approaches. An important condition for preprocessing methods is that the data analysis work flow should not be influenced by properties of other data sets included in the meta analysis. For example a preprocessing method of one Affymetrix cel file should be invariant under different sets of cel files included in the meta analysis. I illustrate the talk with gene expression data sets of colorectal cancer.
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In biomedical research, it is by now very common that different types of high-dimensional molecular data are studied in parallel. In the past, many studies concentrated for example only on gene expression, protein expression or genetic data, due to the high cost of each technique or because techniques were just established in many research groups. Meanwhile, techniques have become cheaper and more common, so that they can be applied in parallel to study the same biological sample, e.g. a tumour biopsy or a cell line. A typical question for studying molecular data is to find differences in the samples from different biological groups, e.g. individuals with different phenotypes or different response to a therapy. In particular, many studies aim at finding molecular signatures that can be used for diagnosis or prediction. In this context, we currently study methods for connecting the information from mRNA and miRNA expression data for classification problems in medicine. Our particular questions are as follows. Should we first merge mRNA and miRNA data and search then for a common signature? Or should we first search individual signatures and combine then the corresponding classification rules (Kittler et al., 1998)? Is a merged classifier better than an individual one? Is there a benefit of having both data sources available? We evaluate the different approaches within a simulation study and on several publicly available data (e.g. Peng et al., 2009). More precisely, we compare the prediction accuracies obtained with each approach. In addition, we discuss several technical difficulties of each approach, for example a common normalization of mRNA and miRNA data.
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Integration of copy number variation and gene expression data in Bayesian models for prediction
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Bayesian variable selection models are an alternative to well-known regularisation methods like lasso regression and boosting for prognostic modelling based on high-dimensional input spaces. A typical application is prediction of clinical endpoints such as therapy response using microarray gene expression data.

High-throughput microarray technologies are available for many other types of genomic data in addition to gene expression, and in recent years clinical researchers have begun to systematically collect genome-wide data from various sources on the DNA- and RNA-level as well as epigenetic data. If data from several sources are available for the same set of biological samples, the data can be analysed together in an integrative manner, with the aim of providing a more comprehensive picture of the disease biology as well as improving the performance of clinical prediction models.

For example, the integration of copy number variation data into classical gene expression based prognostic models promises to improve both prognostic value and interpretability of the model, because genomic deletions and amplifications are known to affect expression levels of genes located in the corresponding genomic regions. In fact, the deletion of chromosomal regions harbouring important tumour suppressor genes is a well-known cause of certain cancers.

In contrast to methods like lasso and boosting, Bayesian variable selection models are very flexible in their setup and are naturally well-suited to extensions allowing for the integration of additional data sources.
We will propose a hierarchical Bayesian variable selection model, which combines whole-genome information on copy number variation and gene expression in a manner that is intuitive from a biological point of view. The model setup will be demonstrated, as well as aspects of the MCMC sampling algorithm and posterior inference. The model will be further illustrated in an application to pediatric brain tumour data.
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Initial results gained by high throughput technologies such as microarrays or deep sequencing are common starting points for investigations within molecular medicine or biology. They allow the tracking of several thousand signals within a single experiment. The data produced by such technologies is of usually high dimensionality but also of a low cardinality. Many inferences regarding these data can be formulated as clustering or classification tasks. In a clustering scenario the task is to find groups in a sample of data points. It is an example for unsupervised learning. The sample does not contain explicit information on the involved classes or groups; especially it does not contain class labels. In a classification scenario the involved categories are known a priori. The task is to predict the correct category of a unseen data point. Classification is an example of a supervised learning task. Here the training set contains examples labeled according the these categories.

Supervised and unsupervised learning are widely used paradigms within the analysis of microarray data. Other methodologies that bridge these paradigms are often neglected. These methods are based on partially labeled datasets and incorporate information gained from labeled and unlabeled data. Examples for such concepts are transductive learning and semi-supervised learning. In this work we investigate the benefit of these learning schemes within the classification of microarray datasets.

We compare several supervised algorithms to their transductive (or semi-supervised) counterparts in real and artificial settings. Aim of the study is the investigation of the influence of the high dimensionality on the generalization ability and the robustness of the algorithms.
Multi-objective parameter selection for classifiers
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The choice of appropriate values for parameters is an essential step in classifier training and can have a major influence on the classification performance. Often, such parameters are set according to rules of thumb. Parameter tuning is an automated way of adapting parameters. Most frequently, parameters are tuned according to single criterion, such as the cross-validation error, which can be a good estimate of the generalization performance. However, it is sometimes desirable to obtain parameter values that optimize several concurrent criteria at the same time. For example, sensitivity and specificity are important – but usually conflicting – characteristics of a classifier. Dominance-based selection procedures allow for a simultaneous optimization of multiple objectives. They leave the ultimate decision on the desired trade-off of objectives to the human expert.

We devised the R package TunePareto for multi-objective selection of parameters for classifiers. The software chooses candidate parameter configurations according to sophisticated sampling strategies and search heuristics, such as quasi-random sequences and evolutionary algorithms. It then determines the optimal configurations using Pareto dominance. The package provides flexible interfaces for classifiers and objective functions. The decision making process is supported by various visualizations as well as the formal definition of desired and undesired objective values.

We present a tutorial on the functionality and usage of the TunePareto package.
The Daim package – Diagnostic accuracy of classification models
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The Daim package contains several functions for evaluating the accuracy of classification models by ROC analysis (Fawcett, 2006). It provides the following performance measures: "cv", "bcv", "0.632" and "0.632+" estimation of the misclassification rate, sensitivity, specificity and AUC (Efron & Tibshirani, 1997; Adler & Lausen, 2009). The package provides a flexible interface to classifier functions and facilitates intuitive evaluation of predictive models. If an application is computationally intensive, parallel execution can be used in a simple manner to reduce the time taken.
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Correcting the optimally selected resampling-based error rate: A smooth analytical alternative to nested cross-validation
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Many statistical problems in bioinformatics are high-dimensional binary classification tasks, e.g. the classification of microarray samples into normal and cancer tissues. In this context, statistical learning methods usually incorporate a tuning parameter adjusting their complexity to the specific examined data set. By simply reporting the performance of the best tuning parameter value, overly optimistic prediction errors have been published in the past (Varma and Simon, 2006). A straightforward approach to avoid this tuning bias is nested cross-validation (CV).

In this talk we are addressing two objectives. Firstly, we develop a new method correcting for this tuning bias by embedding the tuning problem into a decision theoretic framework. The method is based on the decomposition of the unconditional error rate involving the tuning procedure. Our corrected error estimator can be reformulated as a weighted mean of resampling errors obtained using the different tuning parameter values. In this sense, it can be interpreted as a smooth version of nested CV. The smooth weighting additionally guarantees intuitive bounds for the corrected error. Secondly, we suggest to also use bias correction methods to address the bias resulting from the optimal choice of the learning method. The latter bias is particularly relevant to prediction problems based on high-dimensional "omic" data. In the absence of standards, it is indeed common practice to apply several methods successively. This can lead to an optimistic bias similar to the tuning bias if one reports the performance of the optimal method only.
We demonstrate the performance of our new method to address both types of bias based on four microarray cancer data sets and compare it to existing methods. Our main result is that our approach yields intuitively bounded estimates similar to nested CV and at a dramatically lower computational price.
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Nowadays a plethora of classification methods is available and new ones or modifications of established methods are regularly published. They can be grouped using different properties as e.g. parametric or nonparametric, distance-based or not, predictive or generative etc. Another distinction can be made between global and local methods. In recent years the amount of publications on local classification methods is increasing. Localized versions of nearly all standard classification techniques like linear discriminant analysis [1] and Fisher discriminant analysis [6], logistic regression [3, 7], support vector machines [5] or boosting [8] are available.

The term local is only vaguely defined and used in a rather intuitive way by most authors, referring to the position in some space, to a part of a whole or to something that is not general or widespread. Often it relates to the neighborhood of the point where a prediction is required, with the k nearest neighbors method [2] as probably best-known example. But also other concepts of locality can be found in the relevant literature. For example Hand and Vinciotti [3] use the term local to refer to points close to the decision boundary. Most localization techniques can be applied in a generic manner to many different classification methods which results in a rather broad field of methods. We will give an overview of existing approaches and their properties.

A question of interest is how localization affects the performance of classification methods. The bias-variance decomposition of prediction error is conducive to gaining deeper insight into the behavior of learning algorithms. It was originally introduced for quadratic loss functions, but since in classification the misclassification rate is usually of interest, generalizations to zero-one loss have been developed in the last 15 years, e.g. [4]. This was particularly motivated by research on multi-classifier systems where variance-reduction was found as one explanation for the often good performance of multi-classifier systems.

In order to gain deeper insight into how local methods work we analyze local classification methods in terms of bias and variance of the error rate. Our intuition that is
supported by our recent experiments clearly is that local methods in general reduce the
bias in comparison with global counterparts. We will show some toy examples for illustration of the decomposition and present some results for selected classification methods and localization types on simulated and real-world data sets.
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